Abstract: Growing numbers of web services that offer identical functionality but differ in non-functional properties are emerging on the network, to the need to select them to form a composite service to meet user's requirements has become one research hotspot. Web service selection methods are an attempt to to find optimal solutions for users. However, because each user's personal preference is different and web services are massive and dynamic, it is hard to find optimal solution. Therefore, a Hybrid Algorithm combining Ant Colony Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm for web service composition is proposed in this paper. The global optimization problem in web service composition is firstly transformed to the problem of finding an optimal path in the weighted directed acyclic graph with certain QoS (Quality of Service) constrains. And then an improved ant colony algorithm and an improved genetic algorithm are used alternately in the hybrid algorithm. Improved ant colony algorithm is used to achieve the non-dominated solution sets. Using the sets as the initial population sets, improved genetic algorithm is performed to assist ant colony algorithm to obtain the optimal solution. Experimental results demonstrate the validity and efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Web services are self-described software entities which can be advertised, located, and used over the Internet [1] . Based on user's requirements, service selection mechanism is used for selecting service candidates from service classes and composing service candidates into a new value-added composite service. With the growing number of the available web services with identical functionality published online, the non-functional properties of web services are crucial for web service composition to satisfy the user's requirements. Moreover, the values of the non-functional properties may vary under the dynamic environment, so it is necessary to adapt the changes for web service composition. Therefore, in recent years, many researchers have focused on determining which web services participate in a given composite web service.
There are many researches on web service composition with various methods. In literature [2] , the Integer Linear Programming is used for web service composition. In literature [3] , the web service composition is formulated as a Multi-choice Multi-dimension Knapsack Problem. Unfortunately, the concrete solution under the dynamic environment is not given. In literature [4] , one reliable web service composition algorithm based on the Markov Decision Process is designed. However, this algorithm is too complex. In literature [5] , the web service composition is regarded as a Constrained Shortest Path, however, it is difficult to build model and solve the shortest path. Generally, the mentioned approaches above hold higher complexity, although they can definitely find better solutions.
Because of good models and good performances of Heuristic Algorithms, they are popular in web services composition recently. Ant Colony Algorithm [6] , as one type of heuristic algorithm, not only has the characteristic of parallelism, positive feedback and heuristic search, but also can adapt the dynamic nature of web services. In literature [7] , the method combining Optimal Chaos and Ant Colony Algorithm for web service composition is proposed, which uses the randomness of Chaos Variable to help the ant colony algorithm to make an optimal search. In literature [8] , the web service selection with QoS global optimality is transformed into a Multi-objective Multi-choice QoS-aware web services composition optimization and the Pareto Optimality is achieved according to ant colony algorithm. In literature [9] , one Multi-pheromone and Dynamically Updating Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm is proposed, which consists of the global optimizing algorithm and the local optimizing algorithm. Similar research based on ant colony algorithm can be found in literatures [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Genetic algorithm has the characteristic of global searching ability, which also performs well in web service composition. In literature [16] , service composition problem is mapped into a Solution Space, and then genetic algorithm is utilized to get solution. In literature [17] , service composition problem is transferred as a Linear Programming Problem, and an improved genetic algorithm is used to search optimum composite service. In literature [18] , multi-population genetic algorithm is used in service composition.
Although ant colony algorithm has many advantages, it also has the lack of global search ability and is subjected to stagnation. Genetic algorithm has the characteristic of global searching ability, which can overcome the shortcomings of the ant colony algorithm. Meanwhile, ant colony algorithm can also overcome the shortcomings of genetic algorithm which has the lack of positive feedback and low convergence speed. In literature [19] [20] [21] , many service composition methods based on the two algorithms are proposed. These methods are proved to be effective, but further works also needs to be done in order to get shorter computation time or better user's satisfaction. Therefore, in this paper, a Hybrid Algorithm combining Ant Colony Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm (HA_ACAGA) for web service composition is proposed. This algorithm makes use of the advantages of two heuristic algorithms to mutually overcome their shortcomings. The characteristic of the hybrid algorithm is roughly described as follows. Firstly, the traditional ant colony algorithm is improved and the Non-dominated Solution Set is introduced. Secondly, the fitness function of chromosome in genetic algorithm is improved. Thirdly, improved ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm are used alternately. In the hybrid algorithm, The Non-dominated Solution Sets achieved by improved ant colony algorithm become the population sets of genetic algorithm, which is performed to assist ant colony algorithm to obtain the optimal solution. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed hybrid algorithm can achieve better efficiency and convergence speed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 firstly introduces the web service composition model and problem description. Section 3 describes the design of hybrid algorithm proposed in the paper. In Section 4, some experiments are established to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Finally, a brief conclusion and future work are presented in Section 5.
SERVICE COMPOSITION MODEL AND PROB-LEM DESCRIPTION

Service Composition Model
Service selection implementations are mainly considered from two key factors: functional requirements and nonfunctional requirements of users. Non-functional requirements of users have recently received increased attention in the service selection, because of the different personalized service requirements of the users. This paper mainly focuses on user's non-functional requirements and supposes user's functional requirements have been satisfied. Meanwhile, only sequential service composition model is considered in the paper, because other models, such as parallel and loop, can be transformed to the sequential model by appropriate process [9] .
As shown in Fig. (1 (NDSS) . Exhaustive method can be used for finding optimal solution, but the method always leads a large amount of computation, even for smaller m and n. In fact, this problem has been proved to be an NPhard problem.
QoS Attributes of Web Service
QoS attributes of web service are constituted by many types, such as response time, price, reputation and etc. It is needed to map multi-dimension attributes into one single real value to enable sorting or ranking web service candidates. Because QoS attributes have diverse dimensions and ranges, the paper normalizes all QoS attributes in the same range between [0, 1]. QoS attributes can be divided into two subsets according to their characteristics: positive attribute and negative attributes. Positive attribute means higher QoS value will bring better service quality, such as reputation and availability. While negative attribute means higher attribute value will cause worse service quality, such as response time or price. The normalization rules of QoS attributes are shown in formula (1). Here, ) (
indicates the maximum value of the k-th QoS attribute among all concrete service candidates that belong to service class i C , and ) (
indicates the minimum value of the k-th QoS attribute among all concrete service candidates that belong to service class i C .
Naturally,
User's QoS Utility Value
Supposing there are r QoS attributes type, let k w be the weight of each attribute type for representing user's prefer- The objective of service composition is to achieve one service composition solution which maximizes the user's QoS utility value and meets user's requirement. As for certain user u, let the service composition solution for the user be , then the user's QoS utility value of the composite service solution can be computed by formula (3).
Here,
represents the aggregated value of k-th QoS attribute in the solution, represent the maximum and minimum aggregated value of k-th QoS attribute in all possible solutions, respectively. The aggregated rules of QoS attributes for the composite service can be found in the following subsection.
QoS Aggregated Rules of Composite Service
The QoS attribute value of a composite service is decided by the QoS attribute values of its component services as well as the composition model used (e.g. sequential, parallel and conditional). The paper also focuses on sequential composition model, because other model may be transformed to the sequential composition model.
The QoS vector for a composite service CS is defined as
, where,
represents the estimated value of i-th QoS attribute of CS and can be aggregated from the expected QoS values of its component services. The paper considers three types of QoS aggregate rules: summation, multiplication and minimum relation. Table 1 shows examples of these aggregation rules.
Service Composition Problem Description
Based on the descriptions above, the objective of service composition can be considered into an optimization problem with constraints which is shown by formula (4). 
Here, (CS ) 
Here, s in j C , according to certain probability, which is shown by formula (6).
Here, s . , are parameters that control the relative weight of pheromone and heuristic factor. Moreover, each ant agent has a tabu-list which records all the visited concrete services. This tabu-list allows the ant agent to backtrack the same path and deposit pheromone on the visited arcs after the ant finds one solution.
Partial pheromone amount update on path: In each iteration, ant agents respectively find paths from the starting point T to the end point E. A path is called as one solution, if the solution meets the user's QoS requirements. If not dominated, the solution will be added into the NDSS. Moreover, ant agent deposits pheromone on the visited arcs after it finds one solution. The amount of pheromone is proportional to the quality of the solutions they produced. The more satisfactory to user, the greater the amount of pheromone it deposits on the arcs, which is used to guide the future ant agents towards finding better solutions. If arc
, then the amount of pheromone deposited by ant agent x on the arc is calculated by formula (7). , where max is the maximum value of the pheromone amount, and min is the minimum value. This limit can effectively avoid the algorithm converge to local optimal solution too quickly. Generally, such update is called partial pheromone amount update on path.
Global pheromone amount update on path: Once all the ant agents have visited all nodes, the ant agent, which has found the best solution in the iteration, is selected as the best ant agent. And then extra amount of pheromone is deposited on the path which the best ant agent has found. This strength on the best path can help ant colony to find the optimal solution. Generally, such update is called global pheromone amount update on path, which consists of following three steps:
Step 1: In one iteration, all solutions found by all the ant agents are formed into set S. According to formula (1), the QoS attributes of composition services in S must first be standardized.
Step 2: After standardized, the QoS utility value of each solution is calculated according to formula (3), and then the best ant agent ba in the iteration can be found.
Step 3: Extra amount of pheromone is deposited on the path found by ant agent ba. Assume arc , ,
i v j u s s is the arc visited by ant agent ba, the pheromone amount will be added as shown by formula (9) .
is the pheromone amount deposited by best ant agent on the k-th QoS attribute Crossover operator: Select randomly a gene as the crossing point for two chromosomes, and then exchange the genes from crossing point to end point, while remaining genes form start point to crossing point.
Improved Genetic Algorithm in
Mutation operator: Select randomly a gene as the mutation point, and then select a new single gene to replace the original gene.
Algorithm Design of HA_ACAGA
As show in Fig. (2) , the basic flow of HA_ACAGA proposed in the paper can be described as following:
Step 1: Receive the description d from the user, which consists of the needed service type and the corresponding QoS constraints. Analyze d and then translate it into an abstract composite service a. Translate a into the sequential model m in the logic level. For each service candidate class, concrete services, which satisfy with QoS constraints, have been selected.
Step 2: Algorithm starts. Set NDSS is empty. l ant agents with tabu-lists are placed on the initial node of the weighted directed acyclic graph in one iteration. Initialize the pheromone amount on each arc. Moreover, use x to control the number of ants and set 0 x = .
Step 3: Set 1 x x = + , if 1 x > , go to step 7.
Step 4: Ant agent x selects and moves to the next concrete service node according to the transition probability. And then adds this chosen concrete service into its tabu list.
Step 5: Go to step 4, if ant agent x does not reach the end point, that is, the service selection of the ant agent does not finish.
Step 6: Adjust the pheromone amount on the path visited by the ant agent x, according to local pheromone update strategy. Add the path p into NDSS, if p is the solution and cannot be dominated by any solution in NDSS. Go to step 3.
Step 7: Find the best solution in the iteration according to the user's QoS utility value and adjust the pheromone amount on the corresponding path according to global pheromone update strategy.
Step 8: Find the best solution from NDSS according to the user's QoS utility value and record the solution. Then compare the best solution with the former two best solutions. If changed, set x = 0, go to step 3, which means carrying on new iteration; otherwise, go to step 9.
Step 9: Compare the values of optimum fitness for each solution in NDSS, select the top 20 solutions as the initial population, each solution is a chromosome. Select 10 better chromosomes from the 20 chromosomes as father and perform crossover and mutation operations on them with a definite probability. If the new child chromosomes are solution, add them into NDSS. Then delete solutions which are dominated, that is, replace inferior chromosomes with better chromosomes.
Step 10: Find the best solution form NDSS according to the user's QoS utility value and record the solution. Then compare the best solution with the former two best solutions. If changed, repeat step 9, which means carrying on new iteration; otherwise, go to next step.
Step 11: Adjust the pheromone amount on the corresponding path according to global pheromone update strategy, if the best solution is new child chromosome then, set 0 x = , go to step 3; otherwise, return the best solution to user, algorithm ends.
EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to show the validity and effectiveness of the HA_ACAGA, the paper makes some comparisons between HA_ACAGA and two other algorithms from closeness to optimal result and computation time. One is Chaos_ACA which combines optimal chaos and ant colony algorithm [7] . Another is ACAGA which combines ant colony algorithm and genetic algorithm [19] . Experiments are conducted on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 2.4GHz processor, 2GB of RAM and Windows 7 operating system.
Simulation Datasets
The paper has established some datasets, which includes different numbers of service classes and service candidates. In order to verify the effectiveness of proposed algorithm in the paper and cover a variety of situations in the experiment, the paper created two different dataset types. One is the small-scale dataset in which the number n of service class changes from 10 to 35, and the number m of service candidate from 10 to 35. It includes six group: Group1 (m=10,n=10), Group2 (m=15,n=15), Group3 (m=20,n=20), Group4 (m=25,n=25), Group5 (m=30,n=30), Group6 (m=35,n=35). Another is the large-scale dataset in which the number n of service class varies from 40 to 85 and the number m of service candidate varies from 55 to 100. It includes ten group: Group1 (m=40,n=55), Group2 (m=45,n=60), Group3 (m=50,n=65), Group4 (m=55,n=70), Group5 (m=60,n=75), Group6 (m=65,n=80), Group7 (m=70,n=85), Group8 (m=75,n=90), Group9 (m=80,n=95), Group10 (m=85,n=100).
Generally, response time, price, availability and reliability are four primary factors that users are concerned about, so the experiments only consider the four attributes and set the weights as ( ; the number of ants is selected by two-thirds of service candidate number. Fig. (3a) displays the computation time of three algorithms on the small-scale dataset. Experimental results are average values by repeating experiment to 20 times. As for HA_ACAGA, Chaos_ACA and ACAGA have some advantage on computation time when service class number and service candidate number are small. This is because that HA_ACAGA method iteratively used genetic algorithm to enhance its global space searching ability. It will cost more computation time comparing to Chaos_ACA method which only uses simple chaos variable to make an optimal search and ACAGA which only uses genetic algorithm only onceto achieve the better parameters values for the ant colony algorithm. As for HA_ACAGA, the smaller the service class number and service candidate number is, the more obvious the impact of iterative genetic algorithm on computation time is. However, as service class number and service candidate number grows from 10 to 35, Chaos_ACA and ACAGA lose their advantages gradually. Fig. (3b) displays the computation time of three methods on the large-scale dataset. Experimental results are average values by repeating experiment to 20 times. It can be seen that the computation time increases gently when HA_ACAGA method is employed. When service class number does not exceed 50 and service candidate number does not exceed 65, computation time of getting final result is no more than two seconds. Even for the most complex situation, in which service class number is 85 and service candidate number is 100, the computation time of HA_ACAGA methods is only about 12.8s. By contrast, in the most complex situation, the computation time of Chaos_ACA reached about 20.4s and the computation time of ACAG reached 17.2s. Such situation can be explained by the nature of HA_ACAGA method. By using iterative genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm, hybrid algorithm can achieve the optimal solution quickly. Form the Fig. (3b) , it can also be seen that with the increase of service class number and service candidate number, the advantage of HA_ACAGA method become more obvious. So it is worth introducing iterative genetic algorithm on the large-scale dataset.
Computation Time Comparison
QoS Utility Value Comparison
The same datasets are used for Chaos_ACA, ACAGA and HA_ACAGA method in the QoS Utility Value Comparison. The best solutions respectively obtained from Chaos_ACA . In order to compare QoS utility values among these three methods, the paper uses Increasing Ratio which can be computed by formula (10) . Experimental results also are average values by repeating experiment 20 times. From the experimental results, it is found that the QoS utility value achieved by HA_ACAGA method is better than Chaos_ACA method in most conditions. Fig. (4a) shows the Increasing Ratio of QoS utility value achieved by HA_ACAGA method and Chaos_ACA on the small-scale dataset. It can be seen that HA_ACAGA method is able to get a higher utility value than Chaos_ACA method when service class number and service candidate number is very small. The utility value achieved by HA_ACAGA method is average 2.1% higher than utility value achieved by Chaos_ACA method. Fig. (4b) shows the Increasing Ratio of QoS utility value achieved by HA_ACAGA method and Chaos_ACA on the larger-scale dataset. The QoS utility value achieved by HA_ACAGA method is about 6%~10% higher than QoS utility value achieved by Chaos_ACA method. Curves show that when service class number and service candidate number increases, advantage of HA_ACAGA becomes more obvious. This is because that HA_ACAGA method uses genetic algorithm which is more effective than chaos variable in Chaos_ACA method, especially under the condition of the large-scale dataset. (11) It is seen that HA_ACAGA method only has a little advantage than ACAGA method on QoS utility value. The QoS utility value achieved by HA_ACAGA method is on average 1.4% higher than QoS utility value achieved by ACAGA method on the small-scale dataset. On the large-scale dataset, the QoS utility value is about 2.8%~3.9% higher. This is because both methods use genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm as their main process structure, but ACAGA method only uses genetic algorithm once while HA_ACAGA method iteratively uses genetic algorithm which enhances its global searching ability and better combines the advantages of two algorithms.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a Hybrid Algorithm combing Ant Colony Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm for web services composition. The problem of web service composition is firstly transformed to the problem of finding an optimal path in the weighted directed acyclic graph with certain QoS constrains. Then the hybrid algorithm makes full use of advantages of two algorithms to achieve the optimal solution. Experiment results show that the algorithm is more effective and better expansible. The next work is to improve the adaptability of algorithm when services become unavailable or QoS of the services changes in a dynamic environment.
